NH Collection Amsterdam Grand Hotel Krasnapolsky

Stay in the heart of Amsterdam — Show map

This 5-star hotel, in the heart of Amsterdam, is set on the edge of the famous Dam Square and opposite the Royal Palace. NH Collection Grand Hotel Krasnapolsky benefits from a grand cafe and a winter garden on site. Free Wi-Fi is available.

Set in a 19th-century building, the spacious hotel rooms have their own features. All rooms are stylishly furnished with parquet floors, high quality beds and modern facilities. Each has an en suite bathroom and coffee/tea making facilities for extra comfort.

The hotel has a monumental Winter garden where an extensive breakfast is served.

Guests love it because...

Perfect for a 1-night stay!
Fantastic location; Stay in the heart of Amsterdam!
You're just in time! This property is likely to be sold out on our site soon.

Rooms with:

Landmark / City view

Popular district:

Amsterdam City Centre

Places of Interest:

Dam Square (50 yards)
Royal Palace Amsterdam (100 yards)

Vandam Tussaud's Amsterdam (100 yards)

Great area for shopping!
Rotterdam

Few cities felt the effects of WWII more keenly than Rotterdam. Yet, this bootstrapping city turned that blank canvas into a playground for architects and designers. Nowadays, Rotterdam is an edgy and vibrant medley of diverse cultures, harbour life, and innovative architecture.

What travellers love about Rotterdam

- **Cycling**: 379 endorsements
- **Food**: 3271 endorsements
- **Shopping**: 5285 endorsements
- **City Trip**: 836 endorsements
- **Sightseeing**: 690 endorsements
Hôtel Original Paris

11th arr., Paris

The real heart of Paris

Fabulous 8.6
Rated by 144 guests after their stay

€ 275

Reserve
Administrative border
Travelers’ extent
City centre
The real heart
Thank you!

Booking.com
We are hiring.

Geo Data Scientists,  
Product Owners,  
UX Researchers, Designers, Developers, ...

workingatbooking.com